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Fall is here and what a welcome change to 
have rain. It is wonderful to see Mother Nature 
lapping up the moisture when hiking.

Several of  us hiked in the Comox Valley 
recently including fellow Board Director Paula 
McGahon. We hiked to Cruikshank Canyon 
one lovely sunny day and did a loop around the 
many lakes in the area. I’m sure that Comox 
Valley Pioneers had a much better view than 
us over the expanse of  Forbidden Plateau from 
Cruikshank Canyon. Our view was somewhat 
marred by recent clearcutting, never a pretty 
sight.

Please all mark your calendars for Saturday 
Oct 23, for our AGM. I had hoped to have 
this in person and very much appreciate the 
offer to host from the North Shore Hiking 
Club. However, as we are now in phase 4 of  
the Covid Pandemic, your Board of  Directors 
thought it was more prudent to hold the 
AGM virtually. There will be a small financial 
incentive to attend! See more in this addition 
of  Cloudburst. You can expect to receive a copy 
of  the Agenda and all of  the relevant materials 
well in advance of  the AGM.

Like all organizations we are only as good 
as our Board of  Directors and you as active 
members. I encourage you to think of  allowing 
your name to stand as a Board Member. 
Elections are a vital part of  the AGM.

Again, welcome to Fall and I look forward 
to seeing you at FMCBC’s virtual AGM on 
October 23.

Liz

Acting President, FMCBC

President’s Message
Liz Bicknell, Acting President
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The Fed News

FMCBC 2021 Annual General Meeting
FMCBC Directors

The Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC invites representatives from our member clubs to join us at 
the 2021 Annual General Meeting on October 23rd, 2021. This event will take place via zoom from  
9 AM - 1 PM. 

As a special incentive to attend, the Fed is pleased to offer a $50 payment to your club in 
appreciation! We hope that this financial contribution will help to support your club and encourage 
your representative to join us.

Please visit us online to register at mountainclubs.org/about/annual-general-meeting
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The Goat River Trail received some 
much needed attention this 
summer, with an upgrade to the 
cable car that crosses the Goat River, 
a set of stairs at a troublesome location 
near the Milk River Trailhead (i.e., 
East end), and a Garden Throne toilet 
installation near the cable car. These 
upgrades were primarily paid for from a 
provincial CERIP grant (Community 
Economic Recovery Infrastructure 
Program) that we were successful in 
obtaining. The Federation of Mountain 
Clubs pitched in with assistance in 

Member Grant Update 

Goat River Trail Project
By Roy Howard, President
Fraser Headwaters Alliance

New A-frame support for 
the cable car and 
crew members 
from the con-
struction con-
tractor, Robson 
Design Build. 
(Photos this page: 
Robson Design 
Build).
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New stairs on the Goat River Trail at Km1.2. (Photo: Roy Howard).

New Garden Throne toilet on the Goat 
River Trail, near the cable car. (Photo: Roy 
Howard).

purchasing the Garden Throne toilet. The 
CERIP grant will also aid a trail relocation 
effort next year, as we are rerouting 
the west end of the 50km trail from a 
deactivated logging road onto a ridge 
that leads up and over Kruger Mountain, 
pretty much along the northern boundary 
of Bowron Lake Provincial Park. The new 
route will avoid the perpetual issue of old 
roads brushing in and provide a much more 
scenic hike. In addition, it will recapture a 
few km of the original trail that historically 
used the northern shorelines of the 
northern lakes in the Bowron circuit  — or 
the lakes themselves if travellers were so 
equipped.
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Good News – Long-term funding 
to plow the Rubble Creek road 
and parking in Garibaldi Park
On August 20, 2021, David 
Whiteside, Squamish Area 
Supervisor, reported BC Parks 
had secured funding to plow the 
Rubble Creek road and upper 
parking lot for future winters. 

Efforts to secure long-term 
funding to plow the road and 
parking lot started in mid-
February 2020, after the 
Varsity Outdoors Club (VOC) 
encountered new “no parking / 
tow away” signs at the Rubble 
Creek access road, where 
people normally park in winter 
to access Garibaldi Lake. The 
VOC spearheaded efforts to 
find a solution, gaining public 
and media attention with their 
trailhead dig-out party, which saw 
about 50 volunteers shovel 20-24 
parking spaces and a turn-around 
area. With support from the 
FMCBC, ACC-Whistler, ACC-
Vancouver, Friends of Garibaldi 
Provincial Park and others, every 
opportunity was used (i.e., letters 
to the Minister and BC Parks, 
constituency meetings with MLAs, 
meetings with Park staff) to 
advocate for long-term funding to 
plow the access road and parking 
lot at Rubble Creek. In December 
2020, shortly after the Premier 
issued his new mandate letter to 
the Minister of the Environment 
and Climate Change and the 

Parliamentary Secretary of the 
Environment, we received news 
that BC Parks had found one-
time funding to plow the access 
road and upper parking lot for the 
2020-2021 winter season. With the 
road and parking lot plowed, many 
visitors – hikers, snowshoers and 
backcountry skiers – accessed 
Garibaldi Lake last winter season. 
The latest announcement ensures 
the public can continue to enjoy 
Garibaldi Lake, the surrounding 
terrain, VOC’s Burton Hut and the 
popular Garibaldi Neve Traverse in 
future winter seasons. 

Kudos to VOC, BC Parks staff 
and everyone involved in helping 
resolve this access issue!

Initiative to develop objectives 
for “Recreation” in the Forest and 
Range Practices Act
Recreation is part of the 
Forest and Range Practice 
Act (FRPA) framework and is 
one of eleven FRPA values for 
which the provincial government 
may set objectives under the 
Forest Planning and Practices 
Regulation. Unfortunately, 
recreation is the only value 
without a FRPA objective. Without 
declared objectives, forestry 
companies and other industrial 
licensees are not required to 
consider, consult or coordinate 
their activities on registered public 
trails or around the province’s 
public recreation resources on 

Crown Land. 

Since one of ORCBC’s strategic 
priorities is enhanced protection 
for recreation values on public 
lands through changes to the 
FRPA, ORCBC and members 
sought support at the annual 
Union of BC Municipalities 
(UBCM) Convention for 
resolution EB42: Protection 
for Outdoor Recreation 
Opportunities. The District 
of Sicamous sponsored the 
resolution, developed by the BC 
Snowmobile Federation, which 
is a member organization of 
ORCBC. Resolution EB42 states 
in part:
…
And whereas the BC government 
has established broad Forest 
and Range Practices Act 
(FRPA) objectives under the 
Forest Planning and Practices 
Regulation for ten of the eleven 
FRPA values – they have not 
established an objective for 
recreation – which makes 
recreation the only value without 
a FRPA objective and leaves 
recreation out of planning 
processes,
And whereas only the BC 
government can set objectives 
within the Forest Range 
Practices Act,
Therefore be it resolved that 
UBCM ask the BC government to 
allocate the necessary resources 
to create the following objective 

SWBC Recreation & Conservation Committee Report
By Monika Bittel, Chair

Recreation & Conservation
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under the Forest Planning and 
Practices Regulation Part 2 
Division 1. The objective set 
by government for recreation 
is, without unduly reducing the 
supply of timber from British 
Columbia’s forests, to avoid or 
mitigate any adverse impacts 
to any recreation site, trail or 
facility that exists on Crown 
land.

On September 15, 2021, 
resolution EB42 was 
passed at the Convention. 
While the resolution is a 
preliminary step in the effort 
to establish a FRPA objective 
for recreation, passage of 
the resolution demonstrates 
the growing importance of 
outdoor recreation to regional 

communities and economies.

It should be noted that under 
FRPA, the Government Actions 
Regulation (GAR) directs how 
the provincial government 
establishes land designations 
and stewardship measures for 
the eleven resource values 
(sections 5 to 15 of GAR). It 
is the over-riding constraint in 
section 2(1)(a) of GAR, which 
prevents the minister from 
increasing areas in relation to 
non-timber resource values, 
such as recreation and wildlife, 
unless it “would not unduly 
reduce the supply of timber 
from British Columbia’s forests”. 
In July 2019, in response to 
the provincial government’s 
Discussion Paper titled, “Forest 

and Range Practices Act 
Improvement Initiative: Renewal 
and Resilience”, the FMCBC 
recommended removal of the 
over-riding constraint to give 
the Minister of Forests, Lands, 
Natural Resource Operations 
and Rural Development greater 
flexibility to respond to the 
public’s increasing interests in 
the recreational value of our 
forests.

The FMCBC will continue to work 
with ORCBC and its members 
to gain enhanced protection 
for recreation values on Crown 
lands, including setting an 
objective for recreation under 
FRPA.

Want to know more about our Member Club Grants? 

In 2012, the FMCBC began a grant program to support projects initiated by our 
member clubs. Unless specified otherwise, all 

donations to the FMCBC go directly into this fund. 
Your donation provides a direct way for organizations and individuals to give 

back to our trails and the outdoor recreation community. 

FMCBC grant funds have been used to upgrade trails, install bridges, improve 
huts, purchase tools and run community events.  

To make a donation, visit the 
Canda Helps website:  

canadahelps.org/en/charities/
fmcbc/
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Chilliwack Area – Mike Stewart

The Valley Outdoor Association (VOA) and 
Chilliwack Outdoor Club (COC) held a joint work 
party in June on the Slesse Memorial Trail. A 
dozen people were involved and cleared much 
of the trail. In addition, RSTBC had a crew doing 
work on the trail in August. 

Recreation and ConservationTrails

Trails Update
By Jay MacArthur
FMCBC Trails Committee Chair (Acting)
ACC Vancouver Section

The FMCBC encourages our members to pay it forward and contribute their time to improve our trail system.  If 
your club has worked on a project this year, please let our Trails Committee know about it. It would be great to 
get this information updated on our website.

Another initiative we are working on is to document issues on trails such as muddy sections, eroded areas, 
deadfalls and other problems that need repair.  Photographs, descriptions and location details are appreciated.  
Please send to Jay MacArthur, the acting Trails Committee chair.

Weather permitting there will be another work 
party in early October.

Lower Mainland and Sea to Sky – Jay 
MacArthur

The FMCBC encouraged BC Parks to work on 
a few trails on the North Shore provincial parks.  
So far, the only project we have heard of is a 
crew on the Howe Sound Crest Trail in Cypress 
Provincial Park.  The crew was building stairs 
to improve a section about 1 km below the top 
of St. Marks.  Boardwalk was also flown in and 
installed to improve muddy sections closer to St. 
Marks.

Metro Vancouver had crews working on the 
Grouse Grind, BCMC and Baden-Powell trails in 
Grouse Mountain Regional Park.

The BCMC worked on the Baden-Powell trail 
in West Vancouver south of Cypress Provincial 
Park.  They also worked on the Watersprite 
Lake trail where a new bridge was constructed.

Tourism Pemberton got funding to install 
outhouses in a few backcountry locations.  
Semaphore Lakes is one are being worked on.Work party on the Slesse Memorial Trail. 

(Photo:Dave Heatherington)
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Prince George area – Dave King, Caledonia 
Ramblers

The Caledonia Ramblers did lots of trail clearing 
(blowdown. deadfall, brush) this year on many 
different trails both in parks and on Crown lands 
and they carried out one special major project 
recently where they had lumber lifted in by 
helicopter to subalpine meadows.

They then installed about 500 ft of plankway 
through muddy wet sections of the Viking trail 
in the Sugarbowl-Grizzly Den park east of PG.  
BC Parks is very happy and has asked them to 
continue the project next year as there are more 
wet muddy pieces to the Viking trail.

Vancouver Island Trail – Terry Lewis, 
Vancouver Island Trail Association

Work continued on the Vancouver Island 
Trail, although planned work was held up by 
fire hazard closure of the private forest lands 
between Port Alberni and Cumberland. So 
far only a couple of days work in the northern 
Beauforts has been completed; they hope to do 
more before the snow flies.  Before the private 
land closure, new trail was roughed in at lower 
elevations between Upper Quinsam Lake and 
the Strathcona Dam (apart from sections of 
logging road we use) – in particular along the 
Quinsam River N of Wokas Lake and paralleling 
a section of the Gold River Highway to get 
hikers off the highway.  

What’s turning out to be regular — more or less 
annual — maintenance was also undertaken on 
the Tuck Lake section (west of Cowichan Lake), 
the Runners Trail section (between Tuck section 
and Alberni Inlet Trail), the Alberni Inlet Trail 
itself, much of the Lupin section (between Upper 
Quinsam Lk and Lupin Mtn (ties in to the Rogers 
Ridge Trail) and the Suquash section (between 
Port McNeill and Port Hardy Airport), as well as 
brushing of several sections of grown-in logging 
roads between Woss and Port McNeill.

Trail volunteers involved came from Duncan, 
Port Alberni, Qualicum, Comox Valley, Campbell 
River, Port McNeill and Port Hardy.

Work on the Howe Sound Crest Trail. 
(Photo: Jay MacArthur)

Work party on the Slesse Memorial Trail. 
(Photo: Dave Heatherington)
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S w o o s h … d i p , s w o o s h … d i p , 
swoosh…dip and smack! Less than 
50 metres from our kayaks, the 
humpback’s fluke whacks the water 
as it dives deep searching for krill.

Last summer, I left the isolating effects 
of these strange pandemic times to 
embrace another form of isolation: to 
seek solace in nature; to lose myself 
in a remote marine environment. I 
signed up with a company to kayak 
in a marine wilderness area near 
the Broughton Archipelago, nestled 
between Vancouver Island and the 
B.C. mainland. I decided to travel 
solo on this trip. I often prefer it 
that way. I’m more open to meeting 
others and experiencing nature.

Base camp is a half-hour boat ride 
from Telegraph Cove on Vancouver 
Island. While waiting for the water 
taxi, I read about the 1918 Spanish 
flu pandemic that hit this tiny outpost. 
An eerie feeling echoes through me: 
one hundred years later, we are 
living with the COVID-19 pandemic.

I’m travelling solo, but I’m not alone. 
Joining me is a family of five from 
Calgary: Cynthia, a physician, her 
developer husband, Phil, and their 
three children, Sophia, 15, Kevin, 
13, and Lyndon, 11. They are excited 
about seeing orcas in the wild for the 
first time and fishing the rich waters. 
They have come to get away from 
city life during the pandemic; they 
want to be far away from civilization.

As we leave this historic village, we 
spot a pod of resident orcas about 
200 metres from us. JD, the owner of 
the company, cuts the motor.
 
“There’s A23 and A25,” he says. 
“They’ve been active in this area 
lately, hungry for salmon.”

Salmon is the life blood for the local 
community. He drops a hydrophone 
in the ocean; we listen to the orcas 
sing underwater. They are skilled 
communicators, making sounds for 
orientation, navigation, and feeding.
As the boat approaches our base 

camp, I am struck by the haunting 
beauty of the wilderness. A thick 
forest of Western red cedar, Sitka 
spruce, and hemlock cover the 
island. The treetops sway gently in 
the wind as if they are welcoming us 
with a slow dance. I am humbled by 
the natural beauty and the history of 
the area.

The campsite is located on small 
Compton Island, on Mamalilikulla- 
QweʼQwaʼSotʼEm Band First Nation 
territory. They have given permission 
to the company to use their land. 
Normally, the company leases their 
land, but last summer, owing to the 
pandemic, the First Nation waived 
their lease so the company could 
keep operating.

We step off the boat onto the midden 
beach. I imagine how, for thousands 
of years, Indigenous people have 
lived here, fishing, farming clams, 
and hunting. The shells are the 
remains of their cultural heritage 
and their present-day life. I catch a 
glimpse of two deer darting into the 
woods. These hoofed mammals are 
ubiquitous.

The campsite is well set up. There 
are five safari-style tents placed on 
raised wood platforms, all facing 
the inlet. The tents have real beds, 
duvets, pillows—even hot water 
bottles to take the chill off during the 
night. There’s a large, well-equipped 
outdoor kitchen, with a propane-
fuelled stove and fridge, and an 
outdoor dining area, with a large, 

Mountain Matters

Kayaking in BC’s Coastal Water
By Linda Doctoroff, Victoria Outdoor Club
Photos by Tom Perry
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beautifully carved cedar table. And, 
overlooking Blackney Pass, stands 
an outdoor shower, with hot water. 
Comfortable camping, indeed.

The first morning, after a hearty 
breakfast of buckwheat pancakes, 
fresh fruit, and bacon, we set out 
in our kayaks to Blackfish Sound, 
a wide channel known for feeding 
humpback whales. Humpbacks 
migrate, annually, moving from their 
summer feeding grounds in the high 
latitudes to warmer winter breeding 
waters closer to the equator. In years 
past, I have seen them in Hawaii 
during the winter as they begin their 
migration north.

Perched high on a bare branch in the 
thickly treed shoreline, a bald eagle 
surveys the scene. It’s watching 
a seal feasting on a salmon, 
patiently waiting to swoop down and 
scavenge any leftovers. I continue 
paddling and soon a sea lion joins 
me, swimming a few metres away. I 
keep pace with it until it dips down 
into the ocean. I paddle to the middle 
of the Sound and pause to watch two 
humpbacks. They are circling around 
me, dipping, blowing, and slapping 
their flukes before diving down. Am I 
intruding on their space?

When I return to the campsite, 
dinner is almost ready. Amy, our 
cook, grew up in Winnipeg and sure 
knows her way around a kitchen. 
She has prepared pickled bull kelp, 
which she harvested that morning 
in the inlet. We nibble on the bright 
mustard-coloured delicacy while she 
puts the finishing touches on dinner. 
She is preparing pierogies from 
scratch, a recipe passed down from 
her husband’s grandmother, who 
came from the Ukraine. Grandma 
made sure Amy was married before 
turning over her recipe. I grew up in 
Winnipeg, known for its Ukrainian 

cooking. I bite into the potato–
cheddar cheese pierogy, topped 
with fried onions and a dollop of 
sour cream, and for a moment, I’m 
transported back to the city in the 
heart of Canada where I last had 
these delicious morsels.

After dinner, we sit around the 
campfire singing. There’s a lot of 
talent within the group, especially 
the Workaway volunteers who help 
run the camp. Workaway is an 
international program that allows 
travellers to experience different 
cultures. They pay for their room 
and food by helping out their host. 
Tom, 32, was a geophysicist working 
for a large oil and gas company in 
Aberdeen, Scotland. He quit his desk 
job, hopped on his bike, and cycled 
to Rome. From there, he went north 
to the Italian Dolomites, worked at a 
resort, and met his partner, Jen, from 
North Yorkshire. They have been 
travelling together in Canada for the 
past couple years. Tom picks up his 
guitar and plays the CCR song, “Bad 
Moon Rising” while Amy and Grayce 
sing along. Grayce, originally from 

North Carolina, is an artist, writer, 
and musician living in Toronto and 
thinking about moving west. Anthea 
is from Australia, and Fabian comes 
from Chile; he’s been in Canada only 
a year and speaks fluent English. We 
sing until it’s time to go to bed. That 
night, I fall asleep to the rhythmic 
sounds of humpbacks’ slapping their 
tailfins in the water.

The next morning, we go out on 
Tensing, a 38-year-old former US 
Naval whaleboat, and watch a pod 
of Dall’s porpoise skim along the 
shoreline, bobbing up and down in 
perfect single formation, like large 
bubbles dribbling. “They are the 
fastest cetacean on the planet, 
swimming up to 56 kilometres per 
hour,” Fabian offers.

I kayak every day, rain or shine, and, 
depending on the tides and currents, 
sometimes just go around Compton 
Island. Cynthia and her family like 
to go whale watching and fishing. 
Lyndon was beyond excited when he 
caught his first fish, an eight- pound 
salmon.
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One day, I see a purple sea star (or 
starfish) spread out on a barnacled 
rock on the shoreline. It’s good to 
see they are returning after several 
years’ absence, owing to the sea 
star wasting disease. “Forty species 
of sea stars have been affected by 
this disease,” Grayce says, as we 
glide by. We stop at a small island, 
and, from our kayaks, we pick sea 
asparagus that appears in our salad 
at dinner that night.

One late, starless evening, we stand 
on the midden beach and throw 
stones in the water. We watch the 
bioluminescence—light generated 
chemically by organisms—as we 
swish sticks back and forth in the 
ocean. It’s as if fireflies are swimming 
underwater.

Another evening after dinner, we 
hike the kilometre-long trail to Sunset 
Beach, stopping along the way to pick 
ripe huckleberries, almost missing 
the sunset. I arrive just in time to 
catch the sun blanketing across a 
billowy, cloudy sky as it dips into the 
ocean, forming a pattern of shooting 
rays of gold. An orange glow covers 
the sea. When we return to camp, JD 
has just caught a 24-pound Chinook 

salmon.

“They like to bite in the early evening,” 
he says, as he’s filleting the fish on 
the beach, and then preparing it in 
brine to be smoked the next day.

On the second last day, we are 
treated to an appetizer of freshly 
caught Dungeness crab. Amy boils 
them up just right and serves them 
in a heaping bowl on the beach. We 
stand hovering over a table, legs 
astride, stuffing ourselves on these 
delicious crustaceans, savouring 
each mouthful of the plump flesh, 
dipping the succulent chunks in 
warm, melted, garlicky butter.
 “These claws are so delicious,” 
Phil says, as he’s licking his fingers.
We toss the empty shells into a pail 
underneath the table. Who needs 
dinner?

On our last day, the sun shining, we 
head north on Tenzing. JD’s pulling 
a double kayak at the stern of the 
boat. Tom and I are dropped off in 
the heart of Broughton Archipelago 
Marine Park to kayak back to our 
campsite. As we approach Blackfish 
Sound, there’s action ahead.

Tom excitedly says, “I’ve been here 
seven weeks and haven’t seen 
anything like this!” He quickly grabs 
his camera and starts taking photos. 
“I won’t have another chance like 
this,” he exclaims. Over the UHF 
radio, we hear the crackling voice 
of a captain in another boat shout, 
“This is craziness!”

We see several humpbacks blowing 
and gliding along the ocean, 
while a pod of surfing orcas and 
dolphins cavort between them in 
the shimmering water. This time the 
humpbacks are making different 
sounds from what we’ve heard 
before. Their sounds are coming 
from deep within them, almost 
moaning, making an eerily sounding 
howl. What are they saying? 
Are they annoyed that the other 
mammals are taking attention away 
from them? As we leave the scene 
and return to camp, a flock of red-
necked phalaropes skim just above 
the water’s surface.

I went on this kayaking trip to 
lose myself in nature during these 
strange pandemic times; I wanted 
to be in the richness of a remote 
marine environment. But I came 
away with much more: I gained a 
new appreciation of the wildlife so 
abundant in this area. I saw how 
orcas sleep in resting lines.
 
“Basically, they shut down one half 
of their brain at a time while they 
sleep,” said Tom.

And I was lucky enough to make 
new friends from all over the world 
who shared with me their love and 
understanding of the wilderness.

Indeed, it was a great get away 
during a pandemic.
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Backcountry Safe: Lessons Learned So That Every Journey Ends With A 
Safe Return
By Sheila Churchill
Backcountry Safe

We thought we had done everything right. We had the 
three essentials of backcountry skiing – transceiver, 
shovel, probe – and we knew how to use them. We 
had taken AST 1 or AST 2 courses. We were all 
experienced skiers and good friends. And we had 
hired an Association of Canadian Mountain Guides 
(ACMG) ski guide. But things went terribly wrong. 

On February 21, 2016, our group was hit by a size 
2.5-3 avalanche. Five people were fully buried, five 
people partly buried. There were multiple serious 

injuries; broken bones, torn knees, dislocated 
shoulders, internal injuries, brain trauma, multiple 
surgeries. Two airlifted to ICU’s. Husband, father 
and friend Doug Churchill died. All of us are forever 
altered by the experience. The trauma will always be 
there.

So what went wrong? Looking back, it appears that 
there were a lot of escalating mistakes made not 
just by our guide but also by us, the clients - a fatal 
combination of ignorance, complacency, lack of 

(Photo: Lynne Ratzke)
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communication and poor decision-making. Searching 
for answers and accountability from the ACMG left 
us frustrated and was the impetus to launch an online 
initiative called Backcountry Safe. Our website tells 
the story of our avalanche in a 30 minute documentary 
and the lessons we have learned. With support of the 
ACMG, we are using our experience as a catalyst for 
change through open and honest dialogue between all 
users, recreationalists and professionals. 

How can Backcountry Safe help you? Whether you 
are hiking, paddling, climbing, snowshoeing or 
backcountry skiing, we have identified some key areas 
where we, as clients, made mistakes or could have 
done things better. These lessons are applicable to 
all backcountry activities, especially group activities 
led by a professional guide, expert or volunteer 
leader. Most lessons center around communication, 
education and preparedness. 

• Always have a pre-trip group planning 
session. Before you go talk about trip objectives, 
personal tolerance for risk, fitness levels and skill 
level required. Although these may be your good 
friends and you hate to miss out, be honest – is this 
the right group or trip for you? Be willing to say no. 
If you or someone else prefers a faster pace or more 
exposure, are you/they willing to accommodate so 
that everyone feels comfortable and safe? The more 
aligned the group, the safer the decision-making.
• Always have a brief morning meeting before 
you go, even if it is at the trailhead or in the local 
coffee shop. Has the situation or conditions changed 
that may require you to adjust your outing? Do you 
have a back-up plan?
• Don’t rely on others for critical information 
such as avalanche conditions, public alerts or weather 
reports. Be responsible and check it yourself. 
• Speak up. Although a designated leader/guide 
can help facilitate group decisions, all members 
should be engaged in decision-making. Strong two-
way communication is the key to balance safety with 
an enjoyable experience. Never blindly follow – ask 
questions. 
• If you hire a professional guide, interview 
him/her. You wouldn’t hand over your investments to 
a complete stranger, so why would you do that with 
your life? 
• Check in frequently with each other and 

maintain a reasonable pace and flow so that in case of 
an emergency, energy levels are not a limiting factor.
• Practice accident/incident scenarios. 
Especially in avalanche related activities, practice, 
practice, practice. Every second counts.
• Have a day end debrief. Did you safely 
and effectively manage the risk? Did everyone feel 
comfortable and safe? What went well? Are there 
areas for improvement?
• And most importantly be aware of the cognitive 
biases/heuristics that interfere with good individual 
and group decision-making. Never underestimate the 
power of group dynamics. Communicate! Beware 
of the expert halo, overconfidence, unconscious 
assumptions, over-weighting decision choices based 
on information that supports your desired outcome, 
the ostrich effect, desire for social acceptance, etc. 
• Get educated. Take avalanche courses. Learn 
first aid. Research the terrain. Improve your mountain 
skills. Learn about weather patterns especially in the 
mountain environment.
• Be cognizant of your group size. Higher 
risk activities like backcountry skiing or mountain 
climbing are safer when the group size is small. 
Understand that the larger the group, the harder it is 
to have a cohesive team that makes well-informed 
decisions together.
• Be prepared for the activity (or to spend 
the night outside) with proper clothing, nutrition/
hydration, first aid kit, headlamp, compass/map, 
safety gear, space blanket, matches. Ensure that all 
equipment is in good working condition.
• Leave a trip plan and expected return time 
with a trusted individual.
• At minimum carry a fully charged cell phone. 
Consider one or more secondary communication 
devices such as a satellite phone, inReach, Spot of 
VHF radio. 

As we navigate the changes that Covid has necessitated 
in our lives, getting outside with friends continues to 
be hugely important to our physical and mental health. 
Preparedness, education, personal responsibility and 
strong communication are essential to ensure that all 
our adventures end with a safe return.

Learn more about Backcountry Safe on our website: 
www.backcountrysafe.ca
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Club Ramblings

Hikers making their way up 
to Viking Ridge in Sugarbowl-
Grizzly Den Provincial Park 
east of Prince George will 
come away with less mud on 
their boots after members of 
the Caledonia Ramblers Hiking 
Club installed about 500 feet 
of boardwalk along the wetter, 
boggier sections of the trail.

Dave King organized the effort.  
He secured $4,700 from the 
BC Parks’ Parks Enhancement 
Fund, found and purchased 
1,000 feet of random length 
roughcut cedar 2x8 planking 
and 4x4 supports and arranged 
to have the lumber flown by 
helicopter to the site along with 
chainsaws, nails and other 
needed supplies.

On Saturday, September 11, 
Dave and seven other club 
members hiked to the site, 
about four kilometres up the 
trail and, hammers in hand, set 
about to put in place about 10 
sections of plankway on muddy 

wet parts of the trail under 
Dave’s direction.  The work 
went better than expected and 
by mid afternoon, almost all the 
lumber – and even the nails – 
had been used up, leaving the 
group with enough time to go 
on up to Viking Lake, clearing 
some downed trees along the 
way, before heading back down 
to the parking lot. It was a 12-
hour work day!

Located about 85 kilometres 
east of Prince George in 
the north end of the Robson 
Valley, the trail was first located 
and cleared by Dave in 1981 
has since become a popular 
destination for hikers in the 
Central Interior. (The area 
became a provincial park in 
2000.)  

It takes hikers up through a 
stand of large old cedar into a 
forest of spruce and balsam, 
partly following a First Nations 
trail into the Caribou Meadows 
at 1,450 metres elevation. 

Although scenic, the 
meadow stretch forces 
hikers to tip-toe, sidestep 
and leap to keep their 
boots from getting wet, 
and usually without 
success, as several small 
creeks flow through the 
area.

From there, they can 

make their way back into a 
forest and ascend steadily to 
Viking Lake and, for the more 
ambitious, onto Viking Ridge  
beyond. The open ridges 
provide stunning views of the 
Rocky Mountain Trench and 
mountains in all directions.

The work that was completed 
has been greeted with 
accolades as word has gotten 
out through social media.  It 
was the start of what could be a 
multi-year project to improve the 
trail and protect the wetland in 
the process.

To provide a closer look at the 
work and at the trail itself, club 
member Mike Nash has posted 
a video on YouTube: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_
jYMXxd9u8

Caledonia Ramblers Install Plankway Along 
Popular Central Interior Trail
By Mark Nielsen
Caledonia Ramblers Hiking Club

(Photo by Greg Watson)

(Photo: Mark Nielsen)
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Mountain Mentors has had a 
pretty amazing 2021 year so far, 
despite facing a lot of the same 
challenges other organizations 
faced with COVID-19. Our 
primary goals were to keep 
our cohort participants safe 
while continuing to offer our 
programming. While we always 
knew that the Mountain Mentors 
community is made up of  lovely 
individuals, we were taken aback 
by the patience, understanding, 
and stoke that they all brought 

hiking program was born out of 
Mountain Mentors’ recognition 
of the need for a more entry-
user friendly and accessible 
sport and activity. Climbing and 
backcountry skiing / splitboarding 
are both high barrier sports in 
terms of the knowledge required, 
the cost of equipment, and the 
number of individuals who feel 
ready to embark on the role of 
being a mentor. 

At Mountain Mentors, we are 
working to create a positive 
feedback loop, where mentees 
are empowered to take the skills, 
knowledge, and experiences 
they have acquired into their 
communities and, as a result, 
become mentors themselves. 
Bringing this work into the hiking 
community is critical to our vision 
of creating backcountry1 spaces 
where everyone belongs and 
feels safe. 

We began by sourcing surveys 
from our community to gauge 
interest in participating in this 
new offering. After receiving 
overwhelming positive 
feedback,we decided to take a 
step forwards to launching the 
hiking program… and oh my was 
the response phenomenal!
 
Over the course of our 2 week 
application period, over 450 
applied to be a part of our 
summer program. This resulted 
in the largest ever cohort for 

Mountain Mentors, with 60 
mentors and 60 mentees, split 
evenly across our Climbing and 
Hiking programs. From May to 
early September, both climbing 
and hiking cohorts were able 
to get outside, develop their 
technical and mentorship skills, 
and build lasting relationships. 

With over a dozen skillshare 
opportunities offered throughout 
the season, ranging from rock 
rescue clinics to traditional 
backcountry navigation, 
wilderness first aid to outdoor 
leadership workshops, mentors 
and mentees were able to have a 
variety of engagements to enrich 
their experience. 

With the summer season now 

Traversing a New Summer for Mountain Mentors
By Jojo Das, Program Director
Mountain Mentors

Tabatha Rathbone hiking. 
(Photo: Alex Ratson)

Image by Mika, Hiking Mentor, of her 
Mentee Eman.

into the last winter and summer 
seasons. 

This summer, alongside our 
usual rock climbing mentorship 
program, we launched our 
hiking mentorship program. The 
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wrapped up, Mountain Mentors 
is looking ahead to the upcoming 
winter. Due to the success of our 
hiking program, we are looking 
to fulfill similar objectives of 
improved program accessibility 
and participant growth in the 
winter with the introduction of 
a snowshoeing mentorship 
program. This program will 
emulate much of our usual 
backcountry skiing / splitboarding 
program, with the emphasis 
being to reach out to a greater 
number of individuals who are 
looking to start their learning and 
leadership journeys in the snow. 

While we continue to learn and 
grow as an organization we are 
encouraged by our supporters 
and by the many mentors and 
mentees who participate in our 
program. Mountain Mentors 
exists because of people 
who make it such a special 
community. Over the years, we 
have been humbled by those 
who have taken the time to 
contribute to our cohorts, and felt 
privileged to have been a part 
of their stories. Here are a few 
of those people, and their words 
about the program. 

You can see more on our website 
at http://www.mountainmentors.
org/cohort-highlights 

1. * To Mountain Mentors, ‘backcountry’ means the outdoor recreational spaces on the lands of the kʷikʷəƛ̓əm (Kwik-
wetlem), Qayqayt, Kwantlen, Semiahmoo, Tsawwassen, xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), Səl̓ílwətaɬ 
(Tsleil-Waututh), S’ólh Téméxw (Stó:lō), St̓át̓imc Tmicw (St’at’imc), and Líl̓wat (Lil’wat) Peoples and upon which Mountain 
Mentors operates. ‘The backcountry’ is not a place to be owned, conquered, or disrespected. It is a destination, an aspiration, 
and an individuals’ experience.

Petra Giacomelli - Mentor 

After being part of the program 
for over three years now (as a 
Mentor and Mentee), I can clear-
ly say I feel a deep passion and 
‘inner fire’ for MM. From the first 
moment on, I felt welcomed and 
a place/space where I belong. It 
gives me the great opportunity to 
meet like-minded people, create 
new friendships as well as build-
ing my skillset and confidence. 
To me its strong empowerment, 
knowledge sharing and communi-
ty building through accessibility 
and trust.

I have met amazing people who 
became my best friends and most 
reliable backcountry partners. I 
have had my best outdoor-ex-
periences with my mentees and 
the cohort exploring new areas, 
shredding lines and powder, 
reaching benches and ridges, 
enjoying full-moon skiing on our 
Wendy Thompson Hut trip and 
facing great challenges which let 
us grow inside-and outside of our 
comfort zone. With MM I can be 
me while being and learning with 
others.

Simone Williamson - Mentee

I am blown away by all the 
technical and skills-based knowl-
edge I have gained so far this ski 
season with my mentor, Sarah. 
Sarah has shown me how to 
backcountry trip plan efficiently - 
helping to build my confidence in 
trip decision making and assess-
ment. I've also learned how to 
skin up icy sections of a trail with 
a new hiking technique that Sarah 
showed me - an area that I had 
been struggling with. I've also 
improved my ski form and just 
generally feel more all-around 
confident.

This mentorship program has also 
been a process of sharing knowl-
edge back and forth, as I feel I've 
brought a lot to the discussion 
as a mentee. Our relationship 
as mentor and mentee has been 
about mutual respect, commu-
nication and safety, which is the 
dream.
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North Shore Rescue: If You Get Lost Today, Will 
Anyone Know?
By Allen Billy 
Published by FriesenPress 2020
Reviewed by Mike Nash
Caledonia Ramblers Hiking Club

Some Good Reads

For anyone who has ever been 
associated with – or helped – by one 
of British Columbia’s many volunteer 
search and rescue (SAR) groups, 
and especially for anyone who has 
hiked or skied in Vancouver’s North 
Shore mountains, this is a must 
read. The book provides insight 
into Canada’s premier SAR group 
from its origins as a post-war civil 
defense organization to what we are 
familiar with today. It was especially 
interesting for me as I was a 
member of the fledgling Prince 
George SAR group from 1978 to 
1983, a time when many of today’s 
search management techniques 
were being developed. Things have 
changed a lot since then. More 
people are accessing and getting 
into trouble in the backcountry, 
increased use of helicopters and 
other modern technology aids for 
SAR tasks, and of course, the 
ubiquitous use of mobile phones 
and satellite communication devices 
that have almost taken the ‘search’ 
out of ‘search and rescue.’ This is 
especially the case in the lower 
mainland where challenging and 
sometimes dangerous terrain 
directly overlooks the city, often with 
a good cell signal.

‘North Shore Rescue’ gets off to 
a strong start as it describes the 
geographical setting and what it 
takes to survive there should you 
get lost or injured. The book then 
grapples with the nuts and bolts of 

the group’s history, evolution, 
inter-agency work, structure, 
gear, transportation, financing, 
training, personnel, and personal 
relationships. A hundred pages 
in, the pace quickens as it dives 
into operational stories. 

What makes the book stand out 
is its collection of anecdotes from 
past and present members of 
the organization, woven around 
the author’s narrative thread. 
Billy makes it clear that he is 
not interested in checking the 
veracity of contributions, choosing to 
leave that to professional historians; 
nor of editing the sometimes 
colourful language and political 
incorrectness. In short, he was 
not willing to purge, filter, edit or 
remove the voice of SAR volunteers 
“…no matter how earthy their 
language may be.” And while many 
contributions are attributed, quite a 
few are marked ‘name withheld’ at 
the request of the contributor; but 
all are clearly from the heart. Those 
who stay involved with this kind of 
volunteer work over periods of many 
years often have large personalities, 
and the resulting dynamic and team 
camaraderie shines through in these 
contributions.

The approach of letting it all hang 
out gives the reader a refreshing 
insight into what it was, and can still 
be like to be part of a team, hiking 
and searching at night in steep, 

difficult and often dangerous terrain. 
While many of the operations result 
in happy outcomes, some do not, 
and the narratives and expressed 
sentiments are typically matter-of-
fact, and sometimes graphic. For 
example, the horrific aftermath of 
debris torrents on the Sea-to-Sky 
Highway where some people drove 
around others who were frantically 
trying to wave them down, and into 
the abyss.

The book winds down by discussing 
specialty teams (dive, canine, 
kayak, helicopter) and mutual aid 
operations with other BC and U.S. 
SAR groups. This is followed by 
perspectives from search managers, 
witnesses, subjects and their 
relatives. It ends with a review 
of awards and recognition and a 
discussion on the future of SAR 
teams in BC, especially the crucial 
role of unpaid public volunteers 

Some Good Reads
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versus more costly alternatives of 
private and/or professional teams.
‘North Shore Rescue’ is an 
important book that gives insight 
into the many varied and sometimes 
colourful characters who volunteer 
their time to the community, often 
at a cost to their personal and 
professional lives as they respond 
to callouts at the most inconvenient 
times. While bad things can happen 
to anyone in the outdoors, no matter 
how experienced, the book may 

help educate and reduce such 
incidents through more people 
being better equipped and aware 
of what they’re doing and the 
consequent impacts on others. The 
timing of the book is propitious as 
BC communities are increasingly 
wrestling with emergency 
preparedness vis-à-vis ongoing 
and future pandemics, increased 
prevalence of wildfire and floods 
resulting from a changing climate, 
and the ever-present danger of a 

major earthquake on the Cascadia 
fault that will one day devastate the 
Pacific Northwest.

~~~~~
‘North Shore Rescue: If You Get 
Lost Today, Will Anyone Know?’ by 
Allen Billy; FriesenPress, 2020; 330 
pages; Retail Paperback $28.24; 
ISBN: 978-1-5255-8062-8. 

 

There are photographic books on 
the Canadian Rockies worthy of 
a few scans and there are superb 
books on the Canadian Rockies—
such is Aloft. The title and subtitle 
offer the curious the visual nature 
of this bounty of a book. The 
photographs are, indeed, taken 
from above the Rockies and the 
photographer is very much aloft, 

the “Introduction” by  Zizka worthy 
of a reflective read (as are his 
visual gifts).

The photographs taken reflect 
all the seasons in the Canadian 
Rockies and track the varied faces 
and forms of the Rockies in a sort of 
ordered journey, Rundle Range and 
Three Sisters near Canmore taking 
the lead and initial bow, Mount 
Assiniboine area stepping on stage 
to strut its sheer beauty. Then, it’s to 
Banff, Lake Minnewanka, Sulphur 
Mountain, Mount Louis and Mount 
Norquay ski hill bounties not to 
miss.  The photographic journey 
turns northward to Castle Mountain, 
Sunshine Meadows (summer and 
winter on display), Bourgeau Lake, 
Shadow Lake, Storm Mountain 
and Shadow Lake Lodge next on 
the Rocky Mountain and Taylor 
Lake aloft tour. It was inevitable, 
of course, on the photographic 
overview of the Rockies that Lake 

Louise and Moraine Lake would be 
next to visit, their expansive and 
epic like grandeur worthy of multiple 
meditative moments. Those who 
have lingered and trekked in 
the area are amply rewarded by 
photographs of Eiffel Lake, Sentinel 
Pass, Lake Agnes (tea hut ever 
present), Temple, Victoria-Lefroy 
and Louise Ski Hill, of course. Lake 
Louise freezes in the winter and 
the shoveled Lake near Chateau 
is cleared and turned into rinks to 
skate on (many pleasant memories 
of skating on Louise in winter). Zizka 
has eloquently captured the golden 
beauty of the alpine larches in the 
early autumn, Abbot Hut above the 
higher tea hut suitable for many 
a night stay (such tales to be told 
from Abbot Hut). The photographic 
pilgrimage continues to the ever 
charming Lake O’Hara region 
with its rich and layered history, 
Yoho, many trails done there and 
Takakkaw Falls a place not to miss 

Aloft: Canadian Rockies Aerial Photography
By Paul Zizka
Published by Rocky Mountain Books 2021
Reviewed by Ron Dart 
Chilliwack Outdoor Club, Alpine Club of Canada
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Cover Photo by Nikka Andrade
(Mountain Mentors Mentee) - 

Gin Peak & Rainbow Peak 
 

“Summiting Gin Peak & Rainbow 
Peak outside Whistler was just one 

highlight of many, as the 
participants of Mountain 

Mentors program come together to 
explore, engage, and excite in the 

mountains’ 

(many a night spent sleeping at the 
base of it). The turn is then made, 
ever aloft, to Kootenay National 
Park, the Icefields Parkway the 
journey ever northward from an 
aerial perspective, Bow Lake 
highlighted (treks taken from there 
worth the doing as is kayaking on 
the lake), Peyto Lake frontstaged 
(the starting point for the Wapta 
Traverse).

The aerial overview maintains a 
northwards flight, Saskatchewan 
and Athabasca Glaciers 
illuminated, crevasses noted and 
Mount Athabasca (climb worth the 
effort) duly noted, tourist trips part of 
the photographic package. Jasper 

National Park, rightly so, comes 
into attractive and compelling hue, 
Fortress Lake, Hooker Icefield 
and Chisel Peak but tasters and 
teasers. But, to Jasper and Edith 
Cavell, Fairmont, Chevron and 
Ramparts, Tonquin Valley and 
Amethyst Lakes photographs not 
to miss (nor, in the Rockies, treks 
not to miss). Humber Provincial 
Park is given its prominent places 
as is Mount Alberta and the ever 
attractive Maligne Lake, Mt. 
Robson and Berg Lake next on the 
agenda as Jasper is left behind. 

There is much more that could be 
said about this photographic and 
aerial overview of the Canadian 

Rockies, but for those who have 
done many of the trips in the 
area, skated, skied, trekked, hiked 
and climbed many of the peaks, 
Aloft is a memory massager and 
reminder of the vast, compelling, 
immense and perennial appeal 
of the Canadian Rockies. Aloft is 
certainly worth the purchase and 
the photographs, descriptions and 
vividness of the tour a journey not 
to miss.

~~~~~
“Aloft: Canadian Rockies Aerial 
Photography” by Paul Zizka. Rocky 
Mountain Books, 2021; 224 Pages; 
Retail Hardcover $45.00; ISBN: 
9781771603973
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• Join a member club or talk to your current club 
about becoming a member

• Make a donation to the FMCBC
• Volunteer your time by joining a regional  

committee

• Show your support by becoming an Individual 
or Associate Member

• Visit our website to learn about the latest issues 
affecting BC’s backcountry and find out how to 
help 

Get involved. Take action.
By working with outdoor recreation organizations and industry and government agencies, the Federation of Mountain Clubs 
of BC protects and maintains access for quality non-motorized backcountry recreation in British Columbia’s mountains and 

wilderness areas.  

There are many ways to show your support and make a difference:

Learn more at: mountainclubs.org

Cloudburst 
Cover Photo 

Contest

We’re looking for WINTER action 
shots for our next cover of  

Cloudburst! 
Email your entries to  

cloudburst@mountainclubs.org 
by December 1, 2021


